
 

 

Laureates Fund for scientific research on AIDS 

 

2014 – Rik Schrijvers – UZ Leuven: 

Evaluation of the molecular determinants of reduced HIV integration in Elite controllers. 

 

HIV is a retrovirus that stably integrates its genetic information in the genome of the infected 

host cell. This step is pivotal for viral replication, and ensures the formation of a viral reservoir 

that will hamper the eradication of the virus. Elite controllers are a rare group of HIV-1 infected 

individuals (<1% of HIV infected patients) who control viral replication without the use of 

antiretrovirals and rarely progress to AIDS. The mechanism(s) explaining how elite controllers 

naturally control HIV replication are unknown and intriguing. They could provide valuable clues 

to guide research on vaccines and HIV eradication. 

Recent evidence suggests that the number of integrated viruses in white blood cells, the target 

cells of HIV, is reduced in HIV elite controllers. In this project we aim to explore the molecular 

determinants that underlie this reduced integration, by reproducing and studying ex vivo HIV 

infection of T-cells from these elite controllers. 

 

 

2014 – Linos Vandekerckhove – Ugent: 

Towards a relevant HIV reservoir quantification tool by closing the gap between PCR-based and cell culture based 

assays. 

 

With the current treatment HIV has become a treatable, but incurable disease, since a reservoir of 

viable HIV persists in patients despite medication. A large effort is now being undertaken to find 

a cure for HIV by eliminating this reservoir. However, this effort is partly hampered because of a 

lack of methods to monitor the size of the viable viral reservoir. This is partly due to the 

difficulty to distinguish viable HIV DNA from dead end HIV DNA which persists but is 

harmless. In the present project we will perform a comprehensive analysis of different diagnostic 

markers in three patient groups which differ in terms of their total amount of HIV DNA (both 

viable and unviable). These markers will be compared with a cell culture assay to measure the 

viable HIV reservoir, with the aim to find the marker, or a combination of markers that 

correlates best with the viable HIV reservoir. The discovery of an accurate marker to monitor the 

viable reservoir will provide new methods to monitor and guide HIV cure strategies. 

 

 

2015 – Christiana Nöstlinger – Institute of Tropical Medicine: 

‘I-mash’: Improving adherence and sexual health for men having sex with men (MSM). 
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Pre-Exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) is a new and effective HIV prevention strategy not yet available 

on the market. People can take HIV medication as a prevention pill, similar to oral 

contraceptives. But little is known about how people at risk for HIV infection such as men 

having sex with men (MSM) will use it. This new method has its challenges: it requires high 

adherence, and it does not protect against other sexually transmitted infections. 

This study investigates how we best can support MSM in optimally using PrEP. We will develop 

two counseling interventions together with MSM: group counseling led by a psychologist, and a 

smart phone application for self-management. 200 men will use these interventions, and will be 

followed up during 9 months. We will measure changes in terms of adherence and sexual well-

being. The findings are important to understand how people can be educated and supported 

in taking PrEP. 

 

 

2016 – Tessa Goetghebuer – CHU Saint-Pierre, ULB : 

Maternal determinants of susceptibility to severe infections in HIV-exposed uninfected infants. 

 

With the administration of antiretroviral (ARV) prophylaxis during pregnancy, most children 

born to HIV‐infected women are protected from transmission of the virus. Our previous studies 

showed that although uninfected with HIV, these children have a higher risk of severe infections 

during the first months of life as compared to children born to HIV‐uninfected mothers. In 

addition, we observed that the risk of severe infections is associated with alterations of the 

immune system that are already detectable at birth. Understanding how these immune alterations 

may cause severe infections and identifying the children that are at higher risk will help us 

improve the clinical management of HIV‐exposed children. To achieve this, we are initiating a 

new birth cohort study that will analyze in details the immune system of HIV‐infected mothers 

and their children. 

 

 

2016 – Deborah Konopnicki – CHU Saint-Pierre, ULB: 

Two versus three doses of the nanovalent vaccine against Human Papillomavirus (HPV)  in HIV-positive 

women: a randomized study. 

 

Women living with HIV are more frequently infected by HPV (Human Papillomavirus) and thus 

suffer more from HPV‐associated genital cancers. Preventive vaccines against HPV have been 

studied in HIV‐positive patients but they protect against HPV 16 and 18 that are less frequently 

found in HIV‐positive women. The recently approved nanovalent vaccine against HPV could 

cover better the other HPV types but there are no data with this vaccine in HIV‐positive 
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subjects. We will study the immune response to this nanovalent vaccine in HIV‐positive women 

and compare two different vaccine schedules with 2 versus 3 doses. 


